Physical separation of workstations is important and so is the location of power sources. The Smart-Way raceway can be configured any distance your environment requires. The options to send cables around turns or in both directions let’s employees have power or data at an arm’s reach and still have separation.

Smart-Way gives you as much power and/or data accessibility as needed with up to a four-gang opening device box.

Our raceway gives you adaptability. We keep you connected when workstations are moving apart or when they come closer again in the future.

Have questions? Give us a call at 973-998-2300 or email us at sales@fsrinc.com.
**Esports Programs**

Esports programs are continuing to gain momentum and popularity throughout colleges. High school graduates interested in esports are touring college campuses expecting to see facilities dedicated to this experience. The demand and enthusiasm have made schools consider a facility plan that includes a range of performance-focused spaces for players. A flexible, multifunctional gaming lounge can be a space to support things like coding classes and community events. Schools with a competitive program might start with a team training area and equip it with several battle stations. The battle stations will need adequate power and flexibility throughout the space. The Smart-Way provides this and more with ten different device boxes to choose from. Our raceway allows any room on site to be repurposed without expensive concrete drilling.

**Supermarket Chain**

A major supermarket chain implemented an initiative to install self-service check-out stands in its existing stores; an enormous undertaking that required power and data lines to be routed safely, comply with installation regulations, and blend in with each store’s aesthetics. The Smart-Way raceway was the right solution providing two channels of AC power, five lines of data, reduction of power poles, an easy install, and ADA compliant safety. Customers can now check-out quickly, while still being socially distanced.

See more by scanning this code.

Have questions? Give us a call at 973-998-2300 or email us at sales@fsrin.com.